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ABSTRACT

tools that exploit the Web 2.0 “web as a platform” paradigm [10]
and suggests that, not only these technological shifts have
enhanced the traditional annotation practices, they also allow new
and previously unpredicted annotation functions and purposes.

Are Web 2.0 tools and technologies changing how and why
scholars annotate their research sources? We begin to answer this
question by assessing current technology and tools that support
new functions for one of the most common scholarly research
activity: taking notes. The results suggest a new approach to
personalized information retrieval.

2. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
There have been attempts to classify annotation from a functional
perspective that provide insight on the users' perspective and the
patterns used in the practice itself [7]. However, the first
systematic study was by Renear at al. with their Functional
Taxonomy of Annotation [12]. Renear’s study was intended to
support the development of digital annotation able to fulfill at best
the functions that were already established on the paper medium.
Their analysis produced a framework of six macro-categories of
annotation functions – A - Recording and Scheduling Reading; B
- Basic Highlighting; C - Commentary; D - Classification; E Copyediting / Editing / Joint Authoring; F - Speech Acts – but they
were aware that “new media, […], new functionalities […] and
new market domains will almost certainly yield at least some new
functions that we will need to accommodate “ [12].
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1. INTRODUCTION
Taking notes has always been one of the most common activities
performed by scholars, students, and readers during any researchrelated work. The idea of adding notes to written paper goes back
to the Medieval Age when Roman law was taught at the
universities. Notes enriched the books with the purpose of
marking, selecting and giving specific emphasis to a particular
portion of the text [1]. Since then, paper-based annotation
practices have changed in the kind of marks applied – from
glosses in the margins to sticky notes, from the use of the nib
strokes to highlighting with colors – but have not changed
significantly in the function they perform. Essentially, the
creators’ intention has not changed much over the centuries. In
trying to answer the question “what is the purpose/function of
annotation?” we could say: drawing attention to a particular
portion of the text, and attaching personal context/content to the
text itself.

Based on a preliminary review of the literature on system design,
information representation, and users’ annotation behaviors, this
research takes on Renear’s work, extending it to the Web 2.0
environment. Five different annotation tools that comply with the
“web as a platform” paradigm were analyzed: most of them are
developed to extend the functionalities of the browser itself and
are implemented via the Firefox Web Browser extension system
(Diigo, SparTag), as a Greasemonkey script (ShiftSpace) or as a
Bookmarlet (Diigo, SharedCopy); only one (A.nnotate) is a fullfeatured server-side web application that requires no components
other than the browser.. The results outline that Web 2.0 tools are
enabling new annotation functions, extending at least Renear’s A4 Trail and the D-2 Subject Classification categories.

However, is it still true that annotation functions are basically
unchanged when we change the medium from fixed paper to more
fluid digital resourses? Moreover, is the possibility of annotating
content in a Web 2.0 networked environment changing the nature
the annotation practice itself?

3. OBSERVATIONS
Several observations can be made immediately:

This poster outlines the preliminary results of an analysis – from a
functional perspective – of some of the most advanced annotation
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1.

The technological shift from paper to the digital medium that
allowed the logical modeling [2, 3] and deconstruction of the
document unit, supports the reshaping of reading paths
through annotation trails;

2.

Annotations can be considered themselves digital objects.

These observations had been anticipated by the hypertext
community and by Renear et al. in their taxonomy, however:
3.
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Now all annotation objects can be enriched with descriptive
metadata, tagged, shared, retrieved, aggregated, and clustered
independently from the target resource;

4.

5.
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Web 2.0 environment annotation systems share features with
the already established social bookmarking and social
tagging systems [4, 5, 14] integrating them as scholarly
communication tools.
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